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ABSTRACT
Before we begin a translation work, we must think the process ofmaking it as a whole.
We must think all of the aspects which make a good translation. The first thing to do is
establishing the project. Here, we will introduce with T4 (text, target, team, ^d tools).
The next step will be Exegesis, Transferring Language and Writing the Draft, Evaluation
Step,Result ofRevision Draft and Consultation Step.
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Establishing the project
Beforesomeoneconsiders startinga translation project Acre are someproblems
which must be understood'clearly by all members whichare involvedin the project, bi
English, the problems can be sum into T Four (T4), which are Text, Target, Team, and
Tools,
The problem dealing with "Text" is concern with the texts which are going to be
translated. The purpose to translate a certain text must be considered wisely. A text is
chosen to be translated isbecause ofseveral reasons.Sometimesthe purpose is to inform
certain information to other people which speaks different language, or sharing happiness
toward the text.Atranslator must consider the reason inchoosing a text which is going to
be translated andthe potentialbenefit toward thereadersin the translated language.
"Target" refers to audience or the readers of the result of the translation woric.
Who are expected to read the result of the translation work we make? The form of the
language in a translation work is influenced by questions about the dialect, educational
level, ages, the mastering of the two languages (SL and TL) and the attitude toward
language itself. Whether the translation work is used in schools, in a company, in a place
for praying (such as in a mosque) or only at home? The attitude of readers toward the
alphabet which are going to be used must be settling up before the translation process
begins. There are many good translation works which are rejected because the reader did
not like it or they can not read the alphabet being used.
A translation 'Heam" is referring to persons which are involved together in a
translation project. If a person (translator) mastered both the source language and the
target language, then the whole project can be handled by that person only, meaning that
the process oftranslating into the target language is done by a single person. Though the
situation is like that, still the translator must have other personnel in order to discuss and
evaluate the work. Mostly in a translation project requires a team, which each personnel
will contribute on the translation work in a certain phase ofthat project. The relationship
between each personnel in the team must be settled and clear before the project begins.
But in the process the relation can be changed during the project or there is a new factor
that becomes new focus.
There are several basic things in every project, and not all ofthem can be handled
only by one person. There are different programs in a translation project which is best if
we can decide who will be responsible of it based on the personnel's background and
ability. A translation team can consist of1). Co-translators, a person are specialized in the
source language and other person in the target language, or 2). a translator who have the
ability to handle the problem well either in the source language or the target language, and
a consultant, or 3). a partnership commission, which each of the personnel must be
responsible in their own specialties. The program which will be developed is depending
on who will be involved and qualified to determine the source language meaning. Who is
the most qualified person in making a draft in the target language and who has the ability
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,orknow abouttheprincipal in translating? Atranslation teamthencanconsistof: oneor
more translator, a consultant, a tester, and a corrector, and a technical officer to type and
correct the writing style- proof reading. Publisher and distributor are also part of this
team,The personnelof die team perhaps need a special trainingin order to accomplish
their duty.This trainingmustbe flUfilled before theprocessoftranslationproject.
"Tools" or utilities are based on the written material in the source language which
will-be used by the translator to help him/her in the translation process. Besides the
document or material which is going to be translated, the other materials consist of
dictionary, list of certain words, grammar book, and cultural description both in the
source language and the target language. A translation team will need as many
information as possible when he/she begins to translate. Every 'tools' must be brought
down to the place we translate Md prepare our project. For some project, there are maybe
lots of materials which are going to be used helping to interpret a text in the source
language and to fmd the match in the target language. For other project, there are maybe
•:ohly a few materials which are being used, but no matter how many, it must be put there in
order to help the translation process. The equipment and the financial support are also
considered as tools which are required to fulfill the program effectively.
If the problems of the text, target (audience) and the personnel relation.in the
translation team and also the. tools which required are available, then the translation
project is ready. The project will have steps to be followed, which are: preparation,
analysis, transfer, draft, revision of the draft, testing, polishing, and the manuscript
preparation for the publisher.
Exegesis
Exegesis is a process in finding the meaning of a text which is going to be
tr^slated. Exegesis is a step consists ofpreparation arid analysis which have tobe done
before writing the translation result. The text which is going to be translated must fully
understandable. This is a process which happened in the transformation firomthe source
language tothesemantic srinctoe, whichiscontextual meaning.
A translator is better to begin this process by reading the text often and read other
supporting material which may be able to help understanding the culture and the language
in the target language. When a translator read a text, he/she must find the purpose and the
fiieme of the writing. He/she also needs to make an outline for. the. text in order to
understand the text totally. Ifall ofthis has been done, then he/she is ready to analyze each
part ofthe text.
Source text analysis will include resolving a certain meaning, identifying an
explicit information, leaming the key words, understanding the figurative meaning,
knowing when the words is used in a secondary context, when the sentence structure is
used in the secondary functionj etc. The purpose in exegesis is to determine the context
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which is^going to be commumcatrng in the target'language. A translator carefully
examinesa textwhichisgoingto be translatedanduse everytoolhe/shegot,to decidethe
message content, problems in situational communication, and all factors which are need
tobeunderstood inordertomaketh^e translationwqdcequivalent.
lyansferring Language andWriting theDraft
After analyzing the text carefully, a translator then can start writing the draft in
each part. The language transfer will make the first draft.- In preparing this draft, a
translator tranters the source language into the target language. When he/she is in the
process ofthat, he/she must always remember who is his/her target audience. Before the
writing of the draft can be done intensively, the key words have to be determined first.
Every text has its important words for comprehending the content and to coinmunicate
the theme ofdie text. The words mustbe determined first and it's betterto check itwiththe
native ofthe target language.
. There are two ways to make transfer and to write the first draft. Some translators
will prefer a fast and 'rough' translation so the idea can flow naturally. Then diey re-read
again the work and tighten up the detail to make sure that there is no wrong information
and adding or subtraction of information. In diis way, the translation work is more
natural. However, there are also tr^slators which prefer to prepare the semantic draft
because they believed that the information is account^ for in the text, and th^re-write it
in order to make it natural by re-write it in the form of idiomatic expression in target
language. Both ways are good to be used in making idiomatic translation if it is done
carefiilly.
The first draft need to re-write it very often before the translation team are
.satisfied andconvince thatevery adjustihents hadb^n done properly, no information is
wrong or missing, the text is clearly commtinicate in the target language, and the form
which is chosen must be understood by the audience as our target. It is impor^t to
remember that every time a translator le-writes his/her draft, he/she always remember
his/her audience target. If the translation team has satisfied with the first draft, the next
move is to make a copy so theprqperevaluationcan be done.
Evaluation Step
There are three purposes in evaluating: precision, cleamess and natural.
There are questions we must answer: 1). Is the translation work communicate the
same content as in the original text? 2). Are the audience in which the translation works
targeted iinderstanding the meaning of the text clearly? 3). is the form of the work
readable and the structure md words is natural? The people who will assist the evaluation
must be the native from the target language.
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A translator needs.to compare die translation work with the original text during
the processoftranslation to ensurethat thereare no information which are being added,
subtractedor changed.The otherpersonnel in the team can alsohelp. It is better to invite a
consultant to check the translation work. The translator needs to ask a few native speakers
in the target languageto read the translationwork and then re-expressagain what is being
communicated in the text. While they are reading, there will be some part of the text
which are difficult to be read and imderstood. Every problem they face and find, it must be
recorded in the note. Other ways to check the translation work is by asking someone who
has read the text and someone who is read the text by someone else. The questions must be
made correctly so it can contain the theme, the writer's purpose, and the relevant facts
about the text. Every wrong comprehension must be taken note and crossed check with
other readers. It is also necessary to ask someone who never translatebut understand
enough whether the source iangtwge and the target language tore-translate thetextfrom
the target language to the source language without knowing the original text. Are the
translation work contains the same information as in the original text? IfAere are some
differences, it must be checked immediately.
The process of evaluating must have a lot of proportion of time and also good
efforts. If there are many people who will later used the translation work are involved in
the evaluation process, it can create its own sophistication on the translation work iflater
the work is published.
ResultofRevision Draft
After making an evaluation of the work, then we must make a revision draft
based on the input we get. The people, who check our translation work may suggest a lot
ofchanges, explain misunderstanding, etc. The translation team then discusses all ofthe
inputand must overwhelm to accept those evaluations and fixes what have beenwrong. If
ftiere is a key word which is changed, then we must correct the whole text which contains
that word and' also make siue that the meaning of the text which has that word not
changed. Ifthere are some parts which are difficult to read, then those parts must be made
easier by adding information so it can be easily understood. How many we make changes
is dqsend on the evaluation result.
Consultation Step
In many translation projects, a consultant helps the translator. The translator
usually hopes that the consultant will be interested in three things: 1), Content, 2).
Naturalness, 3). the effect on the audience as the target.
A translator must' check his/her translation work material to" a trained/
experienced consultantafter he/ she finishes the translation work.
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